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Navigating the Challenges of Defining 
Portland Water Bureau's Future SCADA System 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moderators introduce Devin/CaitlinCaitlin Introduction Brief overview of presentation topic



PWB’s current SCADA system
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin – Describe/define SCADA in generalDevin – Describe PWB’s system - PWB’s water distribution system (# of remote sites) consisting of various site types all monitored/controlled by a centralized control systemReliance on SCADA for all control and alarm notificationsImportance/criticality of the SCADA system to PWB operationsTwo systems that are nearly identical for disaster recovery systemsTie to SU initiative – SCADA provides the operational data 
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2027NOW

FUTURE
SECURED

EAMS
AMI Online

M I D  T E R M  ( 3 - 5  Y E A R S )

Smart Utility Roadmap: Where does SCADA fit in?

Distribution SCADA  
Improvements?

Distribution SCADA  
Improvements?

N E A R  T E R M  ( 0 - 2  Y E A R S )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Devin- Discuss overall program roadmap and how SCADA fits into this road and timelineWhat set this up - Spinoff task from SU, touch on Chris/Kelly presentation that just ended.Complexity of the new filtration plant, and interaction of distribution systemMost pressing question - Will the existing SCADA platform be sufficient for the new Filtration Facility? 
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Smart Utility Roadmap: Where does SCADA fit in?

Distribution SCADA  
Improvements?

Distribution SCADA  
Improvements?

N E A R  T E R M  ( 0 - 2  Y E A R S )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Devin- What started this project? Discuss the improvements were debating between before and after the filtration system comes online.Discuss overall program roadmap and how SCADA fits into this road and timelineWhat set this up - Spinoff task from SU, touch on Chris/Kelly presentation that just ended.Complexity of the new filtration plant, and interaction of distribution systemMost pressing question - Will the existing SCADA platform be sufficient for the new Filtration Facility? 



Implement Data 
Management

Implement Data 
Repository

Implement 
Visualization/

Analytics Software

Implement Enterprise 
SCADA Standards & Guidelines

Smart Utility Foundational Initiatives
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Reliable Data Connected 
Information

Proactive Decision 
Making

Unified Operational 
Platform

Consistent and 
Repeatable 

Implementations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin- Talk to the enterprise SCADA initiativeThese are the building blocks for the SU roadmap – we are focusing on one of themEstablish enterprise SCADA systemProvide common operational platform for PWB to have control and oversight across the entire water systemGoal of providing optimized operations and maintenance of the water system



Implement Data 
Management

Implement Data 
Repository

Implement 
Visualization/

Analytics Software

Implement Enterprise 
SCADA

•Ability to gather 
information from all 
parts of system

•Supports system-
wide operational 
reporting

•Provides historical 
operational data 
through enterprise 
historian

Standards & Guidelines

Smart Utility Foundational Initiatives
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Reliable Data Connected 
Information

Proactive Decision 
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Unified Operational 
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Consistent and 
Repeatable 

Implementations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin- Talk to the enterprise SCADA initiativeThese are the building blocks for the SU roadmap – we are focusing on one of themEstablish enterprise SCADA systemProvide common operational platform for PWB to have control and oversight across the entire water systemGoal of providing optimized operations and maintenance of the water system



SCADA Roadmap: Why now?
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• Provide a path for updating the SCADA system to align with the 
Smart Utility program and its initiatives 

Plan for the Future

• Desire for common SCADA platform
• Need for SCADA/technology design guidance
• Update to current industry standards 

New Filtration Facility

Bull Run Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin- What will it help PWB achieveRoadmap will provide a path for updating the Bureau’s system to meet the requirements of the Smart Utility program and provide a platform that integrates the distribution system and filtration facility. Improvements are centered around the requirements identified in this project to meet both process and business needs for the Bureau.Also will lay the groundwork for a software and hardware technology procurement process Provide SCADA design guidance for the Filtration Facility.The roadmap will help PWB achieve its initiative to establish an enterprise SCADA system and provide a unified operational platform for SCADA between the distribution system and filtration facility.-opportunity to update to current industry standards, doesn’t make sense to implement old systems at a new facilityDevin – support of leadership, right time to take this opportunity, look at foundational changes within utility



Impact of Filtration Facility on SCADA
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Increase in data More complex 
operations

Response time 
criticality

Right tools to 
align with needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin-Discuss impact of new Filtration Facility to SCADA –  -Statistic on # of new IO tags anticipated? E.g. doubling the amount of data? -Operations differences - PWB not having experience operating a large filtration facility-Differences in response times/needs-Need to provide good tools, and equip O&M staff with the right toolsAll of these impacts leading to need for evaluation of the SCADA system



Document current conditions of the distribution SCADA system

Identify operational, maintenance, and organizational requirements

Perform a gap analysis, identify improvements, and prioritize those on critical path 

Evaluate and select SCADA technology

Develop a roadmap to implement improvements using selected technologies

Developing the SCADA Roadmap
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin- Start with overview of process, then dive into details on next slides



BRAINSTORMING

 Facilitated Q&A
 Silent 

brainstorming
 Review ideas 

and elaborate

PRIORITIZE

 Vote on 
Requirements

 Review 
requirements in 
order or priority

Q1
Q2
Q3

VIRTUAL POSTER 
QUESTIONS

“IDEAS TO GO”
HOMEWORK 
QUESTIONS

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6

SUMMARIZE 
REQUIREMENTS

Group and 
summarize 
requirements

Workshop 1
1 2 3

Workshop 2 Workshop 3

Identify Requirements: Exercise Flow
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin - Identify user requirements for SCADA system and standards to be developedGoal: make sure user requirements are understood so that a technical solution can be selected to achieve the end result operations is looking forVisioning processKey workshops	1st workshop - Focus on the current state of the automation industry and possible future state for PWB	2nd workshop – brainstorming workshop using 3 high level poster questions to prompt user requirement ideas	3rd workshop – review, group, summarize and vote on requirementsTools used in a remote environment, even though remote - didn’t change the process/collaboration/results	Mural	PollEverywhere



Identify Requirements: Brainstorming
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What important SCADA 
system functions, features, or 
tools would make your day-

to-day life better? Operations

Engineering 
Services

Maintenance & 
Construction

Management

Bull Run Program

What data, reporting, and 
analytics are needed for 

operations, maintenance, 
engineering, and 

management?

What is 
currently 

working well?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin - Identify user requirements – cont’dGo thru types of users accessing the control system: operators, engineering, management. Different groups involved within the organization, process for getting input/feedbackQuestions:	What important SCADA system functions, features, or tools would make your day-to-day life better?How should staff be able to access, view, control, and maintain the SCADA system in order to do their job?What data, reporting, and analytics are needed for operations, maintenance, engineering, and management?



• Key requirements identified
• In-house maintainability
• Stable and reliable
• High performance HMI
• Right level of redundancy
• Easy access to historical data
• Able to meet security standards

Identify Requirements: Results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify user requirements - cont’dOutcome – share some requirements that were identifiedAsk Devin – What was this experience like for you?Devin - Challenge of identifying requirements when PWB does not have experience operating a large filtration facilityOther challenges/lessons learned – 	Examples – don’t forget about basic requirements, voting/prioritizing experience 	What you found out that you didn’t realize



Evaluate Current System and Identify Projects
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Document Existing 
System

Perform Gap 
Analysis

Identify 
Improvement 

Projects

Time Horizon:
2030

Understand key risks and technology obsolescence
Bull Run Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin - Document existing system Perform a gap analysis to identify technology that needs to be selected Identify the projects - briefPurpose of these tasks – understand key risks and and technology obsolescence needing to be addressed, establish prioritized recommendations Many projects will be completed by PWB or are already in the works. Assessment looked at the next 10 years, including addition of Filtration Facility.	In general, PWB has been upgrading both hardware and software regularly for the distribution system. Operations and Maintenance (O&M) personnel have established good levels of redundancy and have been leveraging the original investment in the HMI software for a number of years.Ask Devin to share more about ongoing PLC upgrades		Devin- PLC hardware ongoing upgrades – done in house and has worked well and has provided flexibility to stay ahead of obsolesce 



• What SCADA Projects are on the critical 
path for the Filtration Facility? 

• Does the existing HMI SCADA system 
need to be updated prior to the 
Filtration Facility? 

Prioritize Projects
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Distribution HMI 
SCADA upgrade

2027 - Filtration 
Facility HMI SCADA

Ongoing SCADA network and 
distribution upgrade projects

SCADA technology 
selection and 
procurement

SCADA standards

Bull Run Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin - Prioritizing projects – SCADA projects on the critical path to implement the SCADA system at the Filtration Facility will be completed as first priority. 	SCADA technology selection must be complete and software procurement prior to Filtration Facility construction	SCADA standards need to be developed prior to Filtration Facility	less critical projects such as network improvements and distribution upgrade projects will be scheduled around the Bull Run Filtration Facility construction project based on resources available to perform or manage the projects within PWBAsk Devin to share about the decision on the second question.		Devin- If we chose a new system - Decision on whether distribution system SCADA needed to be updated prior to Filtration Facility 			Describe how this decision was made?



• SCADA system platform evaluation of other utilities 

Evaluate and Select Technology:
Virtual “Site Visits”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin - Evaluate and select Technology (Slide 1)SCADA system platform evaluation of 5 other utilities - led to a list of preferencesHosts were chosen due their diversity of technology, size of utility, BC familiarity, and the recentness of their upgrades. The evaluation included key PW and BC personnel visiting each utility and observing a live demonstration of the plant’s SCADA system operation. The current PW SCADA system was also evaluatedPWB was able to ask questions and learn from the host agency what they like about their HMI technology and its capabilities, also discuss what their issues and challenges have been from installation to operational use.Devin – 	How did the process of identifying requirements/preferences here compare to the previous step?	Lessons learned – stay open, don’t be too fixated on the “look” of the screens, technical behind the scenes for how the software works is much more importantGraphics idea – map of the country with callouts showing SCADA screens at different locations (not sure if we want to list the actual utilities that participated)



• Technology Procurement 

• Part 1: Technical review 

• Part 2: Live demonstration

Align Requirements with Technology Selection
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HMIPLC

Data
Analytics Historian

Alarm 
Notification 

Software

Smart Utility 
Visualization

Requirements 
to support 

operations and 
business 

needs 

Bull Run Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin - Technology procurementDevelop technical requirements that incorporate preferences (RFP development)Includes PLC, HMI, process data historian, alarm notification software, and smart utility visualization, and data analyticsProcess will include technical review and live demonstration



SCADA Roadmap

Design and implementation

Risks and dependencies

Installation alternatives

Planning level cost estimates

Implementation schedule

Document the Results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin - Roadmap document including results of this work -- design and implementation approach, risks, installation alternatives, planning level cost estimates, and schedule for implementationEmphasize again what the Roadmap will do for PWB



• Current State 

• Select and procure SCADA technology

• Next Steps

• Finalize SCADA Roadmap document

• Develop SCADA standards

Where do we go from here?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Devin-  SU roadmap graphic againCurrent State Select and procure SCADA technologyNext StepsFinalize SCADA Roadmap documentDevelop SCADA standards to inform Filtration Facility implementation



SCADA is foundational to the Bureau’s Smart 
Utility Vision
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The Bureau’s Smart Utility 
implementation will support our 

mission, vision and values by 
using innovative technology-

based tools to guide operational 
and business decisions as the 
Bureau adapts to the future.

Bull Run Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caitlin- Tie back into Smart Utility roadmapSCADA Roadmap is foundational to achieving PWB’s Smart Utility vision; This process gave PWB confidence in the decision for the right SCADA technology to support the Smart Utility vision and in the right SCADA technology and path forward for both the existing distribution system and new Filtration Facility



Questions?

Devin Sanders, Portland Water Bureau
Devin.Sanders@portlandoregon.gov

Caitlin Bliesner, Brown and Caldwell
cbliesner@brwncald.com
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